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ENTERED ^QV 0 6 2015

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

OF OREGON

UM 1489, UM 1528, UCR 121, UCR 122, UCR 123, UCR 133, UCR 135

In the Matters of

JUDY BEDSOLE AND FISH MILL LODGES
WATER SYSTEM,

Application for Abandonment of Utility and
Other Above-Referenced Dockets Relating to

the Operation and Maintenance of the

Fish Mill Lodges Water System.

ORDER

DISPOSITION: WATER SYSTEM TRANSFERRED; REGENT RELEASED;
JURISDICTION RELINQUISHED; CASES DISMISSED

In this order we grant the motion of Commission Staff for an order transferring Fish Mill

Lodges Water System (Fish Mill) to Summit Water Association LLC (Summit), releasing
Oregon Water Services (OWS) as the regent, removing our regulatory jurisdiction over

Fish Mill, resolving all remaining issues in docket UM 1489, and dismissing other related
dockets (UM 1528, UCR 121, UCR 122, UCR 123, UCR 133, and UCR 135) according
to the terms of the stipulation approved in Order No. 12-027, issued on January 30,
2012.1

I. BACKGROUND

As suggested by the number of related dockets, this matter has a complicated procedural

history. Fish Mill Lodges is a fishing resort and recreational vehicle park adjacent to

Siltcoos Lake near the Oregon coast, five miles south of Florence, Oregon. The water

utility obtains its water from a nearby natural spring. The utility provides water service
to the resort and to three residential customers located along the easement to the spring.

In August 2007, Fish Mill filed a petition asking that it be rate regulated by the
Commission. We granted Fish Mill's request in Order No. 07-391. In Order No. 08-235

we approved new rates for the company.

The related dockets include the following matters: UM 1528 - a complaint filed by Fish Mill against

customers D.V. and B.V. and B.L.; UCR 121, UCR 122, UCR 123, and UCR 133 - complaints filed by
customers D.V. and B.V against Fish Mill; UCR-135 - a complaint filed by Fish Mill against customer
D.D. The complaint matters involve each of the unaffiliated customers of Fish Mill at the time. (For much
of the time these matters were pending, Fish Mill Lodges (the Resort) itself was a customer of the utility.)
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Over the next several years numerous disputes arose between Fish Mill and its residential

customers, as reflected in the related dockets. Fish Mill also experienced problems with

water quality. While the company took no effective action to resolve those problems

with regard to its three residential customers, it did drill a new well on its property for the

purpose of servicing the resort - bypassing its own water system.

These events culminated with Fish Mill's application to abandon service to its residential

customers, claiming financial hardship and alleging customer abuses. (Docket

UM 1489). Commission Staff opposed the company's application. The matter was

settled with a stipulation between Staff, the owners of Fish Mill, and the utility's
customers. The stipulation, which we approved In Order No. 12-027, contained a number

of conditions, including that we appoint a regent to operate and repair the water system
and provide emergency funds of $5,000 for repairs, and that the customers form an entity

to take over the system and repay the funds over time.

II. STAFFS MOTION

Staff reports that all stipulated conditions now have been satisfied so that a final order

maybe issued and these proceedings closed. In support of its motion, Staff reports on the
status of each of the conditions. Staffs report is attached to this order as Appendix A.

OWS has been operating as the regent since February 2012. As requested by the parties

in their stipulation, we provided $5,000 in emergency funds to be used by OWS to repair
the water system, to be repaid by customers. OWS has completed the emergency repairs.

On November 4, 2014, the customers formed Summit to take over ownership and

operation of the water system. Summit has contracted with OWS to continue to operate

the water system after the final order. Summit will begin repayment of the $5,000 loan

when the final order is issued transferring the water system.

Staff also reports that all documents required to be conveyed have been received by the

Commission and reviewed for completeness by the Commission's legal counsel. The
documents will be delivered to the specified grantees upon issuance of the final order.

All past and current claims, causes of action, or demand between Fish Mill and its

customers will be mutually released upon issuance of the final order.

Staff has monitored and reviewed the regent's accounting and found that all bills issued

to customers were calculated correctly, and expenses were duly authorized and paid, all
payments by customers were recorded, and the current account balance is correct. Staff

recommends that the balance be given to Summit.

All conditions of the stipulation having been completed, Staff requests a final order.
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III. RESOLUTION

We acknowledge the hard work and perseverance by our Staff to bring these matters to a

conclusion that is fair to all parties and establishes a framework for future success. We

grant Staffs motion.

IV. ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that

1. The transfer of the Fill Mill Lodges Water System to Summit Water Association

LLC is approved;

2. Oregon Water Services is released from its obligations as the regent;

3 The terms and conditions of the stipulated agreement as filed and recorded with
Lane County on August 17, 2015 (Recording No. 2015-041159) remain binding
on all parties;

4. All stayed actions, demands, or claims, as well as any alleged violation of the

stipulation or any other claims, causes of action, or demand involving the water
system that arose between the date of the Commission's order approving the

stipulation and the date of this order are released, dismissed, discharged, and

waived.

5. The Commission's Chief Operating Officer shall record this final order in the
official records of Lane County, Oregon.

6. The Commission's Chief Operating Officer shall release and deliver all
documents held by the Commission and identified in the stipulation to the
grantees as specified in the stipulation.

7. Fish Mill Lodges Water System and Judy Bedsole are released from this
Commission's regulatory jurisdiction.
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Summit Water Association LLC shall reimburse the Commission's $5,000 loan in

twelve monthly payments of $416.67, beginning 30 days after service ofthis
order.

Made, entered, and effective

COMUISSiONERACKERMANWAS
UNMAILA91E FOR SIGNATURE

Susan K. Ackerman

Chay

NOV 0 6 Z015

John Savage

Commissioner

v^-
Stephen M. Bloom

Commissioner

A party may request rehearing or reconsideration of this order under ORS 756.561. A

request for rehearing or reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days

of the date of service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements in
OAR 860-001-0720. A copy of the request must also be served on each party to the

proceedings as provided in OAR 860-001-0180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing
a petition for review with the Court of Appeals in compliance with ORS 183.480 through
183.484.
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PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF OREGON
INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

DATE:

TO:

FROM:

September 9, 2015

ALJ Patrick Powers

Malla Brock

THROUGH Jason Elsdorfer, Bryan Conway, and Bruce Hellebuyck

SUBJECT: Request for Final Order in Docket UM 1489

Staff recommends that the Commission issue a final order transferring Fish Mill Lodges water
system (FML) to Summit Water Association LLC (Summit), releasing Oregon Water Services
(OWS) as the regent, removing the Commission's regulatory jurisdiction from FML, resolving
all remaining issues in Docket UM 1489, and dismissing other related dockets (UM 1528, UCR
121, UCR 122, UCR 123, UCR 133, and UCR 135), according to the terms of the stipulation

approved in Order No. 12-027, issued on January 30, 2012 (Stipulation).

Docket UM 1489 began as an application filed by FML on July 12, 2010, to terminate service to
its customers. The parties eventually negotiated a Stipulation to settle all issues between the
parties. The Stipulation provided, in part, that the Commission would appoint a regent to operate
and repair the water system and provide emergency funds of $5,000 for repairs, and the
customers would form an entity to take over the system.

BRIEF HISTORY OF DOCKET UM 1489

On July 12, 2010, FML filed a request to terminate water service to its customers. The
application was docketed as UM 1489. Fish Mill Lodges and RV Park (Resort), an affiliate and
customer ofFML, drilled its own well, and claimed it was officially disconnected from the FML.
This left three residential customers receiving water from FML.

Staffs published testimony on May 2,2011. In its testimony. Staff recommended the
Commission deny FML's application to terminate water service and have the Department of
Justice draft an administrative complaint against FML seeking civil penalties due to FML's

provision of unsafe and inadequate water service to its remaining customers. Staff alternatively
recommended that FML be allowed to abandon water service if FML conveys the water system
to the three remaining customers. Staff recommended a regent be appointed to operate and
manage the water system during the interim.

On June 9, 2011, Staff filed an unopposed motion to delay the schedule to allow time for
settlement discussions. On November 23, 2011, Staff filed a stipulation agreed to by all parties
resolving all issues in UM 1489 and the other pending cases. Staff filed testimony in support of
the stipulation on January 20, 2012. The stipulation was approved in Order No 12-027 issued on
January 30, 2012. The stipulation provided that the Commission would provide emergency
funding for $5,000 of emergency repairs and a regent would be appointed to operate and repair
the water system. Oregon Water Services (OWS) signed a contract with the Commission on

APPENDIX A
Page 1 of 15
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February 23, 2012, as regent to operate, manage, and repair the system. A compliance filing of
documents (per the stipulation) was filed by FML on February 29,2012.

OWS has been operating as the regent for FML since February 2012. Emergency repairs
included a new pump house, pressure tank, pump, and UV treatment system. The regent

provided work invoices for Staff review, and Staff recommended payment of the $5,000

emergency funds on February 13, 2012.

The remaining conditions listed in the stipulation have been met.

STIPULATION

The Stipulation states that upon confirmation that the parties have materially satisfied their
obligations under the stipulation; the Commission will issue a final order. OWS has been
operating the water system since February, 20 ] 2 and has completed the emergency repairs. The
Commission Issued a check to OWS on February 26, 2013, for $5,000. The three customers
formed Summit Water Association, LLC to receive ownership of the water system. Summit will
begin payments on the $5,000 loan from the Commission when the final order Is issued in
Docket UM 1489 transferring the water system to Summit.

Staff has reviewed the conditions of the Stipulation (below) and finds that the conditions have
been satisfied.

STIPULATED CONDITIONS

1. A regent will be appointed to operate, manage, evaluate, and repair the water system.

OWS was appointed as regent in February 2012 and completed the emergency
repairs in the fall of 2012.

2. The Commission will provide $5,000 in emergency funds to be repaid by the customers
and water users.

The Commission issued a $5,000 check on February 26, 2013, to OWS in
payment of emergency repairs performed. The customers will commence

repayment of the $5,000 to the Commission beginning November 1, 2015.
3. The following legal documents will be conveyed to the Commission;

a. Proportionate interest in the water right associated with or appurtenant to the Durland
and Varenas properties.

The documents were received by the Commission on February 29, 2012,and
reviewed for completeness by the Commission's legal counsel;

b. All rights, titles, and Interests possessed In and to the water system except for the
remaining interest in the water right appurtenant to Bedsole property.

The documents were received by the Commission on February 29, 2012,and
reviewed for completeness by the Commission's legal counsel;

c. A non-exclusive easements providing reasonable access on and across Tax Lot 701.

The easement shall consist of an area five feet from the centerlme of any section of
the existing water line and 10 feet in all directions from the outside dimension of all

other existing components of the water system.

The documents were received by the Commission on February 29, 2012,and
reviewed for completeness by the Commission's legal counsel;

APPENDDCA
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d. All interest possessed in easements and rights-of-way in and over the properties that
provide access for operation and maintenance and transmit water to customer

properties.

The documents were received by the Commission on February 29, 2012,and
reviewed for completeness by the Commission's legal counsel;

e. A deed sufficient to convey a portion of water right to Bonme Lucas equal to the
amount of the proportional interest in the water right conveyed to other customers in
the event that Ms. Lucas cannot obtain a water right to the spring.

The documents were received by the Commission on February 29, 2012,and
reviewed for completeness by the Commission's legal counsel;

f. Any other documents required by Oregon Water Resources Department (WRD)
necessary for Ms. Lucas to make application for a water right to WRD.

The documents were received by the Commission on February 29, 2012,and
reviewed for completeness by the Commission's legal counsel;

g. A Memorandum of Stipulated Agreement
The Memorandum of Stipulated Agreement was originally requested by the new
water customer owners of Summit for filing in Lane County in conjunction with
the Stipulation, approved by Commission Order 12-027. The customer owners of
Summit have waived the Memorandum of Stipulated Agreement, preferring to
file only the Stipulation in Lane County Circuit Court.

4. The Memorandum of Stipulated Agreement will be recorded in the official records of
Lane County, Oregon;

The Stipulation was filed and recorded with Lane County official property records

of Lane County on August 17, 2015, Recording No. 2015-041159.
5. The three remaining customers will form an entity to receive ownership of the water

system, excluding ownership of the spring.
The customers formed Summit Water Association, LLC on November 4, 2014,
Secretary of State Registry No. 1059347-98.

6. The entity will contract with a third party, independent contractor with experience and
qualifications to operate the system when the regent is released;

Summit Water Association LLC has contracted with OWS, a certified operator, to
continue as operator of the water system after issuance of the final order. The

contract was signed by all parties on July 29, 2015.
7. The Commission will deliver the documents identified above to specified grantees

simultaneously with the Commission's final order.
Staff recommends the Commission deliver the specific documents to the grantees
with issuance of the final order.

8. The regent will determine the future location of Valve No.1, and will notify the
Commission and parties of the location.

The regent Identified the location of Valve No. 1 as required in the Stipulation
and provided notification of the location to the Commission and the parties. The
location of Valve No. 1 is noted in Attachment A.

9. The regent will locate and cap water service to Fish Mill Lodges and RV Park.
The regent located the water line to Fish Mill Lodges and RV Park and capped the
line on June 26, 2012.

10. The regent will determine the future location of Valve No.2 and notify the Commission
and parties of the location.

The regent identified the location of Valve No. 2 as required in the Stipulation
and provided notification of the location to the Commission and the parties. The
location of Valve No. 2 is noted in Attachment B.

APPENDIX A
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II. The regent will include a list of repairs and expenses incurred during the month and the
monthly metered usage on each month's water bill.

Staff has review OWS bills and confirmed that the bills include a list of repairs

and expenses incurred each month.

12. Ms. Lucas will file an application with WRD for a water right to the spring.
Ms. Lucas filed an application to WRD on April 30, 2012, seeking a water use
permit to FML's spring. WRD issued a Proposed Final Order on January 29,
2013. The protest period closed March 15, 2013, and no protest was filed.
Attachment C is WRD's Final Order, dated April 25, 2013, approving Ms. Lucas'
application as proposed by the Proposed Final Order, and issuing water use
Permit S-54813.

13. The parties agreed that all past and current claims, causes of action, or demands subject
to the Commission's jurisdiction involving the water system against each other, their
respective officers, directors, employees, advisors, agents, representative, or attorneys

will be stayed pending the Commission's entry of a Final Order . Upon Issuance of the
final order, the parties agree that all such stayed actions, demands, or claims as well as
any alleged violation of the stipulation of any other claims, causes of action, or demands
involving the water system that arose between the date of the Commission's order
approving the Stipulation and the date of its final order shall be mutually released,

dismissed, discharged, and waived.

CHANGES

Judy Bedsole requested to connect to the water system at Valve No. 2 on April 18, 2014. OWS
made the connection in accordance with the Stipulation on June 20, 2014. Fish Mill Lodges and
RV Resort continues to receive water service from Valve No. 2. Fish Mill Lodges was billed
and OWS has received payment in full for the connection fee and Bedsole's proportional cost of

the emergency repairs.

Staffs Account Review

During the regency, Staff has monitored and reviewed the regency account for FML. No
material errors or misstatements were found in the accounting practices of the regent. Staff

tested the following issues:

• All bills issued to customers of FML by the Regent were calculated correctly and
accurately;

• All expenses incurred by the Regent for repairs were duly authorized and the repairs
actually occurred;

• All payments made by customers were recorded completely and accurately; and

• The current account balance as recorded by the Regent matches that of the Bank.

To ensure that bills were correct and accurate. Staff reviewed each bill and verified the two
individual components, the monthly flat rate and the variable monthly surcharges for electricity

and repairs. All expenses were supported by invoices or other appropriate documentation. For
all repair work performed by the Regent, Staff ensured all repair work expenses were authorized
by emails by Staff. Staff also compared the sum of the bank deposits and accounts receivable to
the total amount billed to the three Fish Mill customers during the regency. No material errors or
misstatements were found in the accounting for revenues and expenses by the Regent.

APPENDIX A
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AUDIT

In compliance with the Stipulation, an audit of the accounts was performed by a licensed CPA on
Staff. The account has a remaining balance of $1,631.69 as of May 31,2015. Staff
recommends any balance be given to Summit Water Association, Inc. The report is shown as
Attachment D.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff finds that all conditions ofthe Stipulation in Docket No. 1489 have been completed. Staff
requests a final order:

1. Approving the transfer of the water system to Summit;

2. Releasing the regent from its appointment;
3. Confirming the terms and conditions of the stipulation as noticed under the

memorandum of Stipulated Agreement previously recorded remain binding, with
specific reference to the memorandum's recording number in the official property
records of Lane County, Oregon;

4. Releasing, dismissing, discharging, and waiving all stayed actions, demands, or
claims as well as any alleged violation of the stipulation of any other claims, causes
of action, or demands involving the water system that arose between the date of the

Commission's order approving the stipulation and the date of its final order;
5. Record the Final Order in the official records of Lane County, Oregon;
6. Order the release and delivery of the documents held by the Commission and

identified to the grantees specified m the stipulation;
7. Withdraw regulatory jurisdiction from Fish Mill Lodges water system and owner,

JudyBedsole; and
8. Order Summit Water Association to reimburse the Commission's $5,000 loan in

monthly payments of $416.67 beginning 30 days after issuance of the final order,
until the loan is repaid in full.

Upon the transfer of the water system to the Associationjurisdiction must be removed because the Association

will be serving only its membership and will no longer meet the definition of a public utility in ORS 757.005.

APPENDIX A
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Oregon Water=-!?sotirces Department

Water Rxglifcs Services Division

Water Rights Application
Number S-87803

Final Order

Appeal Rights
This is a Final Order in other than contested case. This order is
subject to judicial review under ORS 183.484. Any. petition for
judicial review must be filed within the 60 day .time period
specified by ORS 183.484(2). Pursuant to ORS 536.075 and OAR 137-
004-0080 you may either petition for judicial review or petition
the Director for reconsideration of this order. A petition for

reconsideration may be granted or denied by the Director, and if no
action is taken within 60 days following the date the petition was
filed, the petition shall be deemed denied.

----^Iiis--s-tatemen-fc-_o-£_j^.di_c_i_al \xe.v.i.ew'rights does not create a right to

judicial review of this order/ if judicial review is otherwise
precluded by law> Where no changes have been made fco a Proposed

Final Order on a water right application and no protests have been

filed during the protest period, the Final Order is nofc subject to
judicial review.

Appllca.tion History
On April 30, 2012, Bonnie Lucas submitted an application to the
Department for a water use permit. The Department issued a Proposed

Final Order on January 29, 2013. The protest period closed March

15, 2013, and no protest was filed.

The proposed use would not impair or be detrimental to the public
interest.

Order

Application S-87803 therefore is approved as proposed by fche
Proposed Final Order, and Permit S-54813 is issued as limited by
the conditions proposed by the Proposed Final Order. •

DATED April 2^, 2013

//^tG

E. Timothy Wallin, Water Rigb-fcs Program Manager ^ 3^

for Phillip C. Ward, Director _^ =^ m
Water Resources Department . ^•: 'z3 0

!= ^
0

ro
i

> m̂
c? CT
on
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This document ~was prepared by Kerry Kavanagh If you have any questions about any of the
statements contained in this document lam most likely the best person to answer your questions. You
can reach me at 503-986-0816.

If you have previously filed a protest and ^ant to kszo-w its status, please contact Patricia McCarty
at 503-986-0820.

If you have other questions about the Department or any of its programs please contact our
Customer Service Group at 503-986-0801.

Address all other correspondence to: Water Rights Section, Oregon Water Resources Department,

725 Summer StNESteA, Salem OR 97301^1266, Fax: 503-986-0901.

APPENDIX A
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STATE OF ORBGON

COUNTY OF LANE

PERMIT TO APPROPRIATE THE PUBLIC WATERS

THIS PERMIT IS HEREBY ISSUED TO

BONNIE LUCAS
PO BOX 87
WESTLAKE, OR 97493

The specific limits and conditions of the use are listed below.

APPLICATION FILE NUMBER: S-87803

SOURCE OF WATER: A SPRING/ TKIBUTAKY TO SILTCOOS LAKE

PURPOSE OR USE: DOMESTIC USE EXPANDED FOR. ONE HOUSEHOLD

MAXIMUM RATE/VOLUME: .0.01 CUBIC FOOT PER SECOND, FURTHER LIMITED TO 3230"
GALLONS PER DAY

PERIOD OP USE: YEAR ROUND

DATE OF PRIORITY: APRIL 30, 2012

POINT OF DIVERSION LOCATION: SE 1/4 KIW %/ SECTION 34, T19S, R12W/ W.M.;
200 FEET NORTH AND 200 FEET WEST FROM SE CORNER/ SE % NW Y4/ SECTION 34

THE PLACE OF USE IS LOCATED AS FOLLOWS:

SW 1A- NE ^ '

SECTION 34
TOWNSHIP 19 SOUTH, RANGE 12 WEST/ W.M..

Measurement/ recording and reporting conditions:

A. Before water use may begin- under this permit/ the permifcfcee

shall install a tofcalizing flow meter or other suitable
measuring device as approved by the Direcfcor at each point of

diversion. The pennittee shall mainfca-in the meter or measuring

device in good working order.

B. The permifcfcee shall allow the wafcennasfcer access to the meter

or measuring device; provided however/ where the meter or

measuring device is.located within a private structure, the

watenna-ster shall request access upon reasonable notice.

Application S-87803 Water.Resources Department PERMIT S-54813

'\PPENL)1^^:
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C. The Director may require the permitfcee to. keep and maintain, a

record of the amounfc (voluine) of water diverfced/ and may

reqnire the permittee to report water use on a periodic

schedule as established by the Director. In addition/ the
Director may require the permittee to report general water-use

information/ the periods of wafcer use and the place and nature

of use -of water imder the permit.

D. The Direcfcor may provide an opportunity for the permifctee to
submit alfcernafcive measuring and reporting procedures for

review and approval.

STANDARD CONDITIONS

Failure to comply with. any of the provisions of this permit may result
in action including/ but nofc limited to, restricfcions on the use/ cxvil
penalties/ or cancellation of the permit.

Where two or more water users agree among themselves as to fche manner of

rotation in the use of water and such agreement is placed in writing and

filed by such water users with the wafcermasfcer/ and such rotation system

does not infringe upon such prior rights of any water user not a party
to such' rotation plan/ the watermaster shall distribute the water

according to such agreement.

If the riparian area is disturbed in the process of developing a point
of diversion, fche permittee shall be responsible for restoration and

enhancement of such riparian area in accordance with ODFW's Fish and

Wildlife HaMfcat Mitigation Policy OAR 635-415. For purposes of
mitigation/ the ODFW Fish and Wildlife Habitat Mitigation Goals and
Standards/ OAR 635-415, shall be followed.

The use may be restricted if the quality of .fche source stream or

downstream waters decreases to the point that those waters no longer

meefc state or federal water quality standards due to reduced flows.

This permit is for- the beneficial use of wafcer without waste. The water

user is advised fchafc new regulations may require the use of best

practical technologies or conservation practices fco achieve this end.

By law/ the land use associated with this water use musfc be in
compliance with statewide land-use goals and any local acknowledged

land-use plan.

The use of water allowed herein may be made only at times when

sufficient water'is available to satisfy all prior rights/ including
prior rights for maintaining instream flows.

Application S-87803 Water Resources Department PERMIT S-54813

APPENDIX A
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Completion of consfcrucfcion and application of the water shall be made
within five years of fche date of permit issuance. If beneficial use of
permitted water has nofc been made before this date/ the permittee may
submit an application for extension-of time/ which maybe approved based
upon fche merit of the application.

Within one year after making beneficial use of water, the permittee
shall submit a claim of beneficial use; which includes a map and report,
prepared by a Certified Water Rights Examiner.

Issued April ^^/ 2013

L/^_
E. Timo'thy Wallin, Water Rights Program Manager

for Phillip C. Ward,. Director

Application S-87803
Basin 18

Water Resources Department
Volume 3 SILTCOOS R & MISC

PERMIT S-54813
15
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PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF OREGON
INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

DATE:

TO:

FROM:

June 24, 2015

Bryan Conway

Laurel Anderson

THROUGH: BruceHellebuyck

SUBJECT: Agreed Upon Procedures, Oregon Wafer Serviced Regency of the
Summit Water Association

Summary
I reviewed the cash transactions and the supporting data for Oregon Water Service s
(OWS) Regency of the Summit Water Association (Summit), pursuant to a contract
between OWS and the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC), effective February
23, 2012. Under this contract, OWS and OPUC opened a separate operating account at
US Bank. All payments by rate payers were to be deposited in this account and monthly
expenses necessary to maintain and operate the water systems were to be paid from the

revenues received under the oversight of the OPUC. Pursuant to the termination of this
contract OPUC staff has calculated an ending balance as of May 31, 2015, and funds
remaining are to be disbursed by OPUC order.

The objectives of this review were:

1. To review all revenues received by OWS related to its regency appointment of
Summit:

2. To review all expenses incurred by OWS associated with its regency
appointment of Summit; and

3. To review the Account Closure and Final Disbursement calculations proposed
by OWS and verified by OPUC staff

I relied on the internal audit work of OPUC Staff and performed procedures on

information documented m the working papers of Staff.

Analysis
Pursuant to Commission Order No. 12-027 entered on January 30, 2012 (Docket UM
1489), OWS was appointed as regent to temporarily manage, operate and maintain the
water system. Fish Mill Lodges Water System (Fish Mill). The three customers formed
Summit Water Association, LLC to receive ownership of the water system. When the
final order Is issued in Docket UM 1489 the water system will be transferred to Summit.
As part of the same order, Staff monitored all monies received and expended by the
regent during its time of service. OPUC Staff performed audits on reported revenues and
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expenditures ofOWS for the period of April 1, 2012 to May 31, 2015. Staff found no
material misstatements in the reported revenues and expenses for the financial accounts
ofOWS relating to Fish Mill.

Discussion
I began my review by reading the State of Oregon Person al/Professlonal Services
Contract between Oregon Water Service and the OPUC.

I obtained copies of bank statements for the checking account at US Bank. I received
copies of all invoices paid and deposits made. I obtained the bank statement for the
period ending 5/31/2015 and reconciled the bank account. I recalculated the bank
reconciliation done by OWS as of 5/31/2015, with no exceptions noted.

I reviewed the deposits and disbursements spreadsheet prepared by OPUC staff. The
small number of transactions allowed me to review 100 percent of those transactions. I
viewed the invoices for these transactions and agreed the amount and description to Staff

workpapers. I found no exceptions.

I compared the Excel meter readings worksheet from January to May, 2015 to the
numbers found on the individual bills sent to customers, and noted no exceptions. These
meter readings are used to calculate the percentage of water usage by Fish Mill Lodges.
Fish Mill is billed a percentage of the Regent's management fee and actual invoices paid
to maintain the water system based on usage. The remainders of the expenses are then

billed to the three water customers. I reviewed the calculation of the percentages used,
and the meter readings based on photographs of the meters provided by OWS. OPUC
staff found no unexpected differences or questionable charges.

The results of testing confirm that expenses paid and revenues received by OWS in
association with the Fish Mill regency are appropriate, accurate and authorized.
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